Theorem 3 (Deschamps) Bearing in mind Theorem 3 we write the latter formula as a,,. . . . . a ,,,, k(O.1)" (a,,,...,ai,,)~{41}Y where (jl ,..., j,,J, ,..., &}={l,..., n).
Proof. Let us write (7) Since the latter formula is a Horn sentence it is sufficient to prove Theorem 9 in B2 because of Theorem 5. The proof of Theorem 9 in B2 is given in [ 11. G Let f: B" + B be a Boolean function. We introduce the following notation:
f(ttj,9 **.,tj,,,),(ti,,**.,ti~,)) =f(fl9**-9fn)
where {j, ,..., j ,,,, i, ,..., i,>=(l)..., n> and m+q=n. It is known that condition (18) and formulas (19) can be obtained by the method of successive eliminations (see [7] ). One can prove that the formulas (12') can be obtained by the method of successive eliminations provided that condition (10) is satisfied.
